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Grade 8 
Released Writing Prompt 

 
Encouragement 

 

People are often encouraged in various ways. Write a story about someone 
who wants to give up on a goal but is encouraged to achieve it. 

 
Each paper you will score today was written to the prompt 
above.  

 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 

Idea Development 
 
 

Expressive 
Fictional Narrative 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Idea Development score point 0 
 
Although the response is on topic, the student chooses to write about the word `goal' 
rather than about encouragement. The student demonstrates little understanding of how 
to use story elements. Details are consistently irrelevant (some uther people might want 
to do there goal). 



Idea Development score point 1 
 
The response provides an idea (Shea always wanted to become a firefighter). Though 
the use of ideas and of story elements is limited, a few relevant details do develop a 
limited message (Then he said I'll try but if I'm not accepted I will do something else). 





Idea Development score point 2 
 
The student expresses a clear idea (Kari was preparing for her dream of becoming a 
cheerleader). In addition, the student demonstrates use of story elements to develop the 
writing (Kari and Courtni were next door neighbors and had been friends since they 
could remember). The response contains relevant details (Courtni fell and caused the 
people around her to fall on a pile in the floor)







Idea Development score point 3 
 
A clear idea emerges in response to the topic (. . . her goal was to graduate Valid 
Victorian). The student builds the fictional narrative with effective use of story 
elements (She was a smart, funny beautiful girl with a goal). Many details enrich idea 
development (. . . as if she hoped the ink would fall away revealing her usual A).
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Fictional Narrative 

 
 



Organization score point  0 
 
The beginning of the story is unidentifiable. The narrative has no topic sentences. 
Sentences are not correct and lack variety (. . . some people who want to be but in 
letter life they probley do there goal some uther people might want to do there goal 
they will work really hard to riche that goal and if they do then). 



Organization score point  1 
 
The student presents a beginning. Each paragraph in this response is one sentence 
long. Therefore there are no topic sentences, although there is a transition between 
the paragraphs (After lunch I took her toGraceland). 





Organization score point  2 
 
The response has a beginning, middle and ending (Robert was a very talented 
athlete. . . .They both said they loved the way I play and they would like to hire 
me . . . . I changed my mind and became famous). The writing is appropriately 
paragraphed, and the student uses transitions between paragraphs which help build 
the structure of the writing (As I walked into the house, I thought about it for a 
week). 







Organization score point  3 
 
The beginning, middle and end of the story are effective (Charlie always wanted to be an 
Olympian wrestler, Champion of the wrestling world. . . . Lucy, with her dedication). 
Varied transitions appear between and within paragraphs (As a junior in school, As the first 
day of practice turned). The response also contains a variety of sentence structures (Lucy, 
with her dedication and gender, helped the whole wrestling team that season, and herself. 
The boys would try their hardest, instead if half heartedly to win, simply because they were 
afraid to lose to a girl). 
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Voice score point  0 
 
The response is flat and lifeless. The writer uses an extremely limited range of words 
(school, teacher, student). 



Voice score point  1 
 
The narrative reveals limited style (. . . after we graduated . . . we were going to pick-up 
and move . . . then we would finish . . . . then we would open up). The response consists of 
simple words and phrases (kind of, respect that and all). 





Voice score point  2 
 
The narrative reveals personal voice appropriate to the purpose (He is really close to 
making it so if he tries to give up again, I will be there encouraging him not to). Although 
the voice is appropriate, the language is sometimes repetitive (super close, very close, 
really close). The response provides some descriptive language (life-long goal, act 
straightened out, lost all of his friends and became depressed). 







Voice score point  3 
 
The writer's personal voice is consistently revealed (Somehow I had been roped into it; last, 
dead last; eager to improve before the meet, I listened intently).The style is appropriate to the 
purpose. The student employs a variety of descriptive and original phrases (cozy tennis shoes, 
tight sprinting spikes, the guilt speech).  
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Expressive 
Fictional Narrative 

 



Conventions score point  0 
 
The response contains many misspelled common words (probley, uther, riche). The 
student does not demonstrate grade-appropriate capitalization or punctuation (. . . some 
people who want to be but in letter life they probley do there goal). Usage errors are 
evident throughout the response (. . . I would it give up . . . . uther people might want to 
do there goal). 





Conventions score point  1 
 
The student spells most words correctly (successful, grounded). Only one period is 
used, and the response lacks examples of correct capitalization. The writer 
demonstrates limited control of grammar and usage (then you will get a better grade 
then the rest of the kid). 





Conventions score point  2 
 
The student demonstrates grade-appropriate spelling with only a few errors (ment, nother). 
The punctuation includes some correct use of quotation marks (“That is true. I still have a 
whole year to!”). Grammar and usage are grade-appropriate. 
 







Conventions score point  3 
 
The writer consistently uses grade-appropriate spelling (encouragement, considering, 
scholarship). The response also illustrates correct use of capitalization and punctuation 
(“You're so good, you can get a scholarship for college.”). The student demonstrates 
grade-appropriate grammar and usage throughout the response (A few years later Marcus 
and Arlan achieved their dreams of becoming pro). 
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